Selfish Operons: Horizontal Transfer May Drive the Evolution of Gene Clusters
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ABSTRACT

A model is presented whereby the formation of gene clusters in bacteria is mediated by transfer of DNA within and among taxa. Bacterial operons are typically composed of genes whose products contribute to a single function. If this function is subject to weak selection or to long periods with no selection, the contributing genes may accumulate mutations and be lost by genetic drift. From a cell's perspective, once several genes are lost, the function can be restored only if all missing genes were acquired simultaneously by lateral transfer. The probability of transfer of multiple genes increases when genes are physically proximate. From a gene's perspective, horizontal transfer provides a way to escape evolutionary loss by allowing colonization of organisms lacking the encoded functions. Since organisms bearing clustered genes are more likely to act as successful donors, clustered genes would spread among bacterial genomes. The physical proximity of genes may be considered a selfish property of the operon since it affects the probability of successful horizontal transfer but may provide no physiological benefit to the host. This process predicts a mosaic structure of modern genomes in which ancestral chromosomal material is interspersed with novel, horizontally transferred operons providing peripheral metabolic functions.

THE "one gene-one enzyme" hypothesis (Beadle and Tatum 1941; Horowitz and Leupold 1951) and the formation of genetic maps in the 1950s spurred efforts to understand the functional and evolutionary significance of how genes are arranged within the chromosomes of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic taxa. In many organisms, it was discovered that the genes responsible for related, but not identical, functions were frequently located close together on genetic maps.

Gene clusters are prominent features of bacterial chromosomes: The most striking examples of gene clusters were found in bacterial taxa (Demerec and Hartman 1959), such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium (Table 1). In these taxa, the enzymes required for particular biochemical pathways were often found to be encoded by physically proximate genes. Genes, such as the trp loci, known to be unlinked in the eukaryote Neurospora (Barratt et al. 1954), were found to be clustered in E. coli (Yanofsky and Lennox 1959). Even more impressive was the tendency of genes for particular pathways to be arranged in the order of their biochemical reactions. The order of the 10 histidine biosynthetic genes within the E. coli and S. typhimurium his operons is nearly identical to the order of their deduced chemical reactions; the same pattern holds true for the four E. coli trp genes. These features were taken as evidence for how gene clusters originated (see discussion of the Natal Model below). The first genetic map of S. typhimurium placed 40% of mapped loci into gene clusters (Sanderson and Demerec 1965).

Gene clusters are rare in eukaryotic chromosomes: Among eukaryotic taxa, however, genes for related functions were rarely found in close proximity. Putative eukaryotic clusters included the Aspergillus adenine, biotin, and proline loci (Roper 1950; Käfer 1958), the Drosophila bithorax, miniature, yellow, and scute genes (Grünberg 1935; Bridges and Brehme 1944; Lewis 1947; Komai 1950; Slatis and Willermet 1958), the Neurospora arginine, histidine, pyridoxine, and isoleucine/valine genes (Barratt et al. 1954; Mitchell 1955; Fincham and Pateman 1957; Newmeyer 1957), and mouse developmental genes (Dunn and Caspari 1945).

However, such clusters of genes for related functions are exceptional in eukaryotic genetics. Most genes with associated functions are unlinked, and many of the putative examples of gene clusters have been shown to reflect multiple alleles of a single cistron.

Models for the origins of gene clusters: We discuss below three previously suggested general models for the origins of gene clusters: (1) the Natal model, in which gene clusters originate in situ by gene duplication and divergence. In this model, gene position is an historical property and provides no direct benefit to the individual. (2) The Fisher model, whereby gene clusters are formed due to selection on coadapted gene complexes, providing a benefit to the individual in the context of a genetically variable, freely recombining population. (3) The Coregulation model, whereby gene clusters facilitate coordinate expression and regulation, providing a selective benefit to the individual. We then describe a new model, the Selfish Operon model, in which gene clusters allow dissemination of functionally related genes via horizontal transfer. In this model,
were born that way. HOROWITZ (1945, 1965) proposed working on similar substrates, this "assembly line of gene duplication and differentiation could lead to ... system extended the ideas of GRUNBERG (1935), proposed that linked loci with related functions (see also STEPHENS 1951). The tendency for the gene order within the S. typhimurium trp and his operons to reflect the order of their corresponding biochemical reactions supported this hypothesis. Since the encoded enzymes would be working on similar substrates, this "assembly line of genes" was viewed favorably (PONTECORVO 1950). In a similar vein, DUNN (1954) proposed that subdivision of a large, multifunctional genetic element could lead to smaller, linked elements with related functions. These theories postulated that the existence of gene clusters reflected the process of gene origin.

As the amino acid sequences of proteins became known, however, these ideas lost merit. Virtually all bacterial operons are composed of genes that show no obvious homology; many are closely related to unlinked genes encoding proteins that catalyze mechanistically similar reactions (e.g., dehydrogenases, kinases, etc.). Few cases of gene duplication and divergence within an operon have been demonstrated in bacteria (see however FANI et al. 1994). On the contrary, the E. coli MetB and MetC proteins, which clearly originated by an ancient gene duplication and catalyze successive steps in methionine biosynthesis (BELFAZIA et al. 1986), are encoded by unlinked genes.

In contrast to bacteria, the few examples of eukaryotic clusters of functionally related genes appear to be cases of duplication and divergence. For example, the mammalian β-globin gene cluster contains the ψβ2, ε, G1, A1, ψβ1, δ, and β globin genes, all of which arose by duplication and divergence (MANIATIS et al. 1980). Four clustered human growth hormone (hGH)/chorionic somatomammotropin (hCS) genes also arose by duplication and divergence (JONES et al. 1995). Therefore, while the Natal model is likely to account for the few gene clusters among eukaryotes, it appears unlikely to explain the more extensive gene clusters found in bacteria.

The Natal model cannot explain the persistence of gene clusters: Not all early ideas on the significance of gene clusters focused on the origin of the component genes. DEMEREC and HARTMAN (1956) postulated that, regardless of how gene clusters originated, natural selection must act to prevent their separation. It followed, then, that natural selection might have worked to aggregate previously separated loci. DEMEREC and HARTMAN (1959) noted that the "mere existence of such arrangements shows that they must be beneficial, conferring an evolutionary advantage on individuals and populations which exhibit them." Few explanations were offered as to what such a benefit could be. HARTMAN (1956) proposed a "position effect," in that the arrangement of the genes provided the cell with a selective advantage not conferred by unlinked genes; no mechanistic basis for this advantage was suggested. DEMEREC and DEMEREC (1956) were more specific in outlining a "position effect" and proposed that the biochemical reactions were localized to the genes in prokaryotes and

### Table 1
Prominent clusters of biosynthetic and degradative functions identified early during the development of E. coli and S. typhimurium genetics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>ara</td>
<td>LEE and ENGLESBERG (1962)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>gal</td>
<td>LEDERBERG (1960)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>lac</td>
<td>LEDERBERG (1962); PARDEE et al. (1959)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>trp</td>
<td>YANOFSKY and LENNOX (1959)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>his</td>
<td>HARTMAN (1956)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>ilv</td>
<td>GLANVILLE and DEMEREC (1960)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>leu</td>
<td>MARGOLIN et al. (1959); GLANVILLE and DEMEREC (1960)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>pan</td>
<td>DEMEREC et al. (1959)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>pro</td>
<td>MIYAKE and DEMEREC (1960)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>thr</td>
<td>GLANVILLE and DEMEREC (1960)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>tyr</td>
<td>DEMEREC and HARTMAN (1956)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The tyr tryptophan genes were renamed as trp genes.*
were relegated to extranuclear sites in eukaryotes. Therefore, eukaryotic taxa would have lost the selection for gene clustering, and previously clustered genes had dispersed.

In an alternative model, Hartman et al. (1960) proposed that gene clustering provided no biochemical benefit to the cell. Rather, the close proximity of the genes allowed a single transducing particle to repair multiple lesions in the genes for a single biochemical pathway. This model provided a selection for restraining the separation of genes originating as clusters. However, it correspondingly provided selection against the clustering of dispersed genes; any chromosomal rearrangement bringing genes together would preclude repair by transduction from a nonrearranged strain.

**Diverse operons contain homologous genes:** As the primary sequences of proteins accumulated, the comparison of homologous proteins from distantly related organisms revealed the relationships among the genes (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1962). Families of globins (Nolan and Margoliash 1968), cytochromes (Smith and Margoliash 1964), and other proteins were deduced. These families did not illuminate the question of bacterial operon origins until families of functionally distinct dehydrogenases were inferred. RoSSman and colleagues (Buehner et al. 1973; RoSSman et al. 1974) proposed that the NAD-binding proteins lactate dehydrogenase, malate dehydrogenase, alcohol dehydrogenase, and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase were derived from a common ancestor. In addition, FAD-binding proteins, such as flavodoxin, were proposed to be distantly related to these NAD-binding proteins. Since dehydrogenases are found in many different operons, these data strongly suggested that operons were composed of genes that arose independently, from distinct ancestors (unrelated to each other), and were later assembled into clusters. Membership in a gene family has since become an established method for discerning the function of a novel protein (Orengo et al. 1993; Petrilli 1993; Holm and Sander 1994).

**The Fisher Model of Gene Clustering**

**Genes clusters may reflect coadaptation:** The Fisher model postulates that genes cluster if specific alleles work well together. Before the gene clustering debate began, Fisher (1930) noted that when specific alleles of two genes worked well together, the deduced linkage of the two genes would increase. This increase in the observed linkage resulted from selection for specific genotypes (e.g., "AB" and "ab", where "A" and "a" are alleles at one locus and "B" and "b" are alleles at another) and counterselection against recombinants (e.g., "Ab" and "aB"). This idea was extended by several workers (Bodmer and Parsons 1962; Stahl and Murray 1966) who suggested that such selection could lead to the physical clustering of genes. The increased physical proximity would reduce the frequency of recombination events that disrupt coadapted loci. In eukaryotes, the predictions of this model are not seen since there are few examples of clustered, functionally related genes.

The Fisher model has been cited as motivating the clustering of genes within bacteriophage genomes (Stahl and Murray 1966; Botstein 1980; Campbell and Botstein 1983; CasJens et al. 1992). In both lambda and T4 family bacteriophages, genes encoding proteins that function together as a logical group (e.g., head or tail proteins) are found in clusters. According to the Fisher model, this arrangement would allow recombination between lambdaoid bacteriophages to generate new combinations of logical groups but would not disrupt the individual clusters of genes whose products must work together most intimately. This theory has been termed the "module" approach to bacteriophage evolution (Botstein 1980; Campbell and Botstein 1983). As predicted by the Fisher model, the genes within many bacteriophage clusters encode proteins that interact physically; clustering minimizes the distance between them (CasJens 1974; CasJens and Hendrix 1988; CasJens et al. 1992).

**The Fisher model requires frequent recombination:** The Fisher model requires two conditions to provide selection for gene clustering. First, there must be sufficient genetic variation at the loci under selection so that multiple coadapted gene complexes (AB and ab) may arise. Second, there must be sufficient recombination so that the coadapted allele combinations are regularly disrupted. It is this potential for disruption that selects for clusters. In eukaryotes, such recombination is provided by meiosis and sexual reproduction, but the source of abundant recombination is less evident for bacteria and bacteriophage, which reproduce asexually. It is particularly hard to envision how the Fisher model might drive the clustering of genes for bacterial metabolic processes. Separate enzymes in a metabolic pathway, if they physically interact at all, do so to a lesser degree than that seen for structural proteins. Martin et al. (1971) failed to detect any co-association of enzymatic function among isolated histidine biosynthetic enzymes. In a more sensitive screen, when suppressors of missense mutations in the hisD gene (encoding the enzyme acting last in the histidine biosynthetic pathway) were isolated, none were allele-specific suppressors mapping to other genes in the his operon (J. Bullock and J. R. Roth, unpublished results). It is less likely that alleles of metabolic genes are coadapted to work with particular alleles of other genes in the same pathway. In addition, the asexual nature of bacterial reproduction does not oblige the large-scale recombination required to disrupt the nascent coadapted gene complexes. Most bacterial species exhibit population structures indicative of little recombination among conspe-
THE COREGULATION MODEL OF GENE CLUSTERING

Gene clusters can be regulated efficiently: The operon model for coregulation of genes under a common control mechanism stimulated new ideas to explain gene clustering (Pardee et al. 1958; Jacob et al. 1960; Jacob and Monod 1962). Genes found together, they explained, could be induced and repressed simultaneously by control at a single site, termed an operator. This control offered a selective mechanism by which a cluster of genes could provide a selective advantage over the same genes at dispersed sites. The operon offered both economy of expression and fixed relative product abundance to genes expressed from a single promoter. This model provided a rationale for both coregulation of genes and their clustering. As a result, the concept of the operon as the causative agent in gene clustering was widely accepted as a general explanation of why bacterial chromosomes were organized into gene clusters (Ames and Martin 1964). The force of this model was mitigated by the discovery of coregulated, unlinked genes (Table 2). These cases showed that clustering is not a prerequisite for coregulation.

Coregulation cannot drive gene clustering: A more serious problem of the Coregulation model was its failure to suggest a plausible series of intermediate steps in the evolution of gene clusters. The regulatory benefits of an operon are derived from the cotranscription of multiple genes from a single promoter. Without cotranscription, genes 500 bases or 500 kb apart are, in effect, equally distant if transcription termination sites are located between them. No benefit is derived from proximity until cotranscription is possible.

If the only selective value of gene clustering were the final operon, the process of operon coalescence would have to occur in a single step, placing previously unlinked genes under the control of a single, regulated promoter. In effect, the extraordinarily rare event of a chromosomal rearrangement precisely juxtaposing two related genes would have to be strongly selected, so that it when it occurs it has a high likelihood of rising to high frequency in the population. Moreover, such an event must occur for each gene added to every operon observed. Rearrangements altering gene orders include inversions, which are relatively rare (Roth et al. 1996), duplications, which are common and yield novel join points but are unstable, deletions, which are stable but permanently eliminate intervening DNA that may be selectively valuable, and transpositions, in which mobile genetic elements support the rearrangement of gene order.

A paradox is evident if coregulation were to drive gene clustering. The regulatory benefit of placing two genes under the control of a single promoter must be strong to ensure that the very rare rearrangement precisely juxtaposing two related genes is fixed in the population before being lost by stochastic processes. However, such strong selection is unlikely to be conferred by an allowing an operator to regulate one additional gene of a pathway. Therefore, the well-regulated promoter responsible for driving gene clustering cannot provide maximum benefit until all of the genes are clustered. Alternatively, well-regulated operators may slowly be selected simultaneously at unlinked loci, as is seen with the E. coli arg, met, and pur genes. Once this occurs, there is no selection for gene clustering.

Potential advantages of cotranscription are not exploited: An additional benefit of cotranscription is the ability to produce proteins in equimolar amounts. However, due to the different catabolic efficiencies of different enzymes, it is unlikely that the precisely equimolar amounts which might be produced from a single transcript would, in fact, be beneficial. As expected, genes within a single operon often show different translational efficiencies (Van de Guchte et al. 1991) and different mRNA half-lives (Kefes 1967; Blundell et al. 1972), which contribute to the nonuniform levels of proteins encoded by a single operon. For example, the first enzyme encoded by the S. typhimurium his operon, HisG, is present at four times the concentration of the adjacent HisD or HisC proteins (Whitfield et al. 1970). Even in cases where final molar ratios can be precisely predicted, such as for ribosomal proteins, cotranscribed genes produce different levels of proteins. The ribosomal proteins L1, L10, L11, and L7/L12 are cotranscribed from an operon at minute 90 of the E. coli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Linkage groups</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>arg</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gorni et al. (1962)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>pyr</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Beckwith et al. (1962)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>ade&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yura (1956)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>cys</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Demerec et al. (1955); Howarth (1958)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>met</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Smith (1961)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>The ade genes (adenine-requiring) were renamed pur (purine) genes.

Somatic proteins L1, L10, L11, and L7/L12 are cotranscribed during the development of E. coli and S. typhimurium genetics.
chromosome (BRUCKNER and MATZURA 1981). However, the L7/L12 protein is present in four copies per 59S subunit, while the other three proteins are present in one copy each (HARDY 1975; SUBRAMANIAN 1975). We propose that coregulation may be a benefit derived secondarily from operon formation, and may provide a selective influence for maintaining operon organization. However, we feel that coregulation is unlikely to provide sufficient selection to drive the clustering of dispersed genes. Hence, the maintenance of operons may include selective forces not contributing to the origin of the clusters.

THE SELFISH OPERON MODEL OF GENE CLUSTERING

Genes move by horizontal transfer: To explain the formation of gene clusters in bacteria, we offer a model that relies upon the horizontal transfer of DNA between organisms. Inheritance of genetic information in bacteria occurs primarily by vertical transfer; that is, transfer from a parent cell to daughter cells at cell division. However, the transfer of DNA between organisms independent of reproduction is known to occur; this process has been termed horizontal transfer [reviewed by Kidwell (1993) and SWANEN (1994)] and entails the transfer of DNA between species. Although examples of horizontal transfer involving eukaryotic taxa have been documented (MOURANT 1971; BANNISTER and PARKER 1985; BRISON-NOEL et al. 1988; HILDEBRANDT et al. 1989; DOOLITTLE et al. 1990) they are, for the most part, considered isolated events. In contrast, horizontal transfer among prokaryotes is mediated by common processes [(see review by SWANEN (1994)], including transducing bacteriophages, conjugative plasmids, or the direct uptake of foreign DNA. We define horizontal transfer and the mobilization of DNA between bacterial species. The transfer of genetic information among conspecific strains is typically denoted as recombination among bacterial isolates.

Genes for weakly selected functions can be lost: Bacterial genomes encode both critical functions, required for central metabolic processes, and merely useful functions, which provide sporadic benefits but are not continuously essential. Such noncritical functions include the degradation of unusual compounds as sources of carbon and energy; these compounds may not always be present or may represent a minor fraction of available growth substrates. We term such functions "weakly selected". Weakly selected functions include those employed frequently for relatively unimportant tasks or those employed only under specific, rarely encountered environmental conditions. Natural selection on genes encoding rarely used proteins may be temporally or spatially heterogeneous. During periods of relaxed selection, such genes may accumulate base substitutions rapidly since natural selection would not act to remove null alleles from the population. Consequently, genomes with multiple defects in a single function can rise to high frequency by genetic drift.

A simple calculation demonstrates this process of loss of gene function. If the coefficient of selection (s) of a mutation is sufficiently small, the mutation may be considered effectively neutral (KIMURA 1983). In haploid populations, the magnitude of an effectively neutral selection coefficient may be approximated as $s \leq 1/2N_e$, where $N_e$ is the effective population size. Since natural selection may be temporally or spatially heterogeneous, we define a weakly selected function in terms of an average selective coefficient, $s'$, for that allele over all environments. If $s' \leq 1/2N_e$, then the null alleles at that locus are effectively neutral. Every generation, a total of $N_e \mu$ mutations will arise (at a frequency $\mu$ per cell in a population with effective size $N_e$). Since each mutation has a probability of $1/N$ to sweep the population, a total of $N_e \mu \times 1/N = \mu$ mutations will be fixed per generation. Therefore, effectively neutral null mutations may sweep a population in an average of $1/\mu$ generations. For example, consider a function requiring five genes (or 5000 bp) in E. coli. If the probability of mutation is $10^{-9}$ per base pair, then the mutation rate can be estimated as $\mu = 5 \times 10^{-9}$/generation for these genes. Neutral alleles will sweep the population in 200,000 generations or ~1000 years. (This frequency does not consider other factors, such as the loss by spontaneous deletion, or the effects of null alleles hitchhiking on linked, selectively advantageous mutations at other loci.)

Consider the hypothetical $wsf$ locus encoding a weakly selected function (Figure 1). If natural selection is relaxed, null alleles ($wsf^{-}$) will eventually dominate the population and the weakly selected function will be lost. In other words, $wsf^{+}$ cells have an insufficient selective advantage over $wsf^{-}$ cells to prevent their eventual loss by genetic drift. If more than one gene is required for this function, the target for potential mutations is correspondingly larger, and the rate of stochastic loss of this function is correspondingly higher. Once one gene contributing to a weakly selected, multigene function is lost, all selection is removed from the remaining genes and mutants with multiple defects rapidly arise.

Moreover, cells with multiple defects in a single metabolic pathway may be selected over cells with single lesions. In many cases, single mutations may confer a selective disadvantage, for example, by allowing the buildup of toxic metabolic intermediates. In such cases, additional mutations in the same pathway would provide a selective advantage. Therefore, cells multiply mutant in particular pathways may show a selective advantage over singly mutant cells. This was observed for some adenine mutants of Neurospora (MITCHELL and MITCHELL 1950); double mutants held a selective advantage over single mutants.
Horizontal transfer allows genes for weakly selected functions to escape extinction: The potential loss of the \( \text{wsf} \) genes from their native species may not mean that the \( \text{wsf} \) genes are doomed to extinction. Horizontal transfer may have mobilized the \( \text{wsf} \) genes to a recipient taxon before their stochastic loss from the donor taxon. Hence, horizontal transfer allows the persistence of genes that could be doomed to evolutionary extinction if vertical transfer were their only means of inheritance. Such mechanisms are thought to influence the evolution of transposons in eukaryotes, in which autonomous transposons must be horizontally transferred regularly to select for transposition function (HARTL et al. 1992; HURST et al. 1992). Unlike transposons, however, more than one \( \text{wsf} \) gene may be required to perform the weakly selected function. If so, the lateral transfer of only one \( \text{wsf} \) gene to a multiply deficient recipient would not provide the function to the recipient cell. Acquired genes that do not confer a selective advantage would not rise to high frequencies in the population; rather, they would be again lost from bacterial populations by deletion or accumulation of mutations. Only when all \( \text{wsf} \) genes required for the novel function are transferred at once will a potentially beneficial phenotype result and a selective benefit be realized (Figure 1). If these genes are clustered, however, they may be propagated by both vertical and horizontal transfer. These genes can escape loss by genetic drift by exploiting transfer to novel genomes. Only when all three genes are transferred is the selective benefit to the recipient cell realized. The physical proximity of \( \text{wsf} \) genes provides no selective benefit to donor organism; organisms with clustered or unclustered \( \text{wsf} \) genes are equally fit. However, physical proximity provides a strong advantage to the \( \text{wsf} \) genes themselves when competing via lateral transmission with unclustered alternative alleles. Therefore, the gene cluster can be considered a selfish property. The cluster is advantageous only to the genes themselves not to the immediate host organism. This feature distinguishes the Selfish Operon model from the Coregulation model of gene clustering in which the host gains a fitness advantage due to better regulation. This feature also distinguishes the Selfish Operon model from the Fisher model in which the physical proximity of coadapted alleles increases the organism’s fecundity by reducing the frequency of less fit recombinant offspring. Bacteriophage genes—the Fisher model revisited: Bacteriophage genomes contain tight clusters of genes encoding highly coadapted proteins; these proteins physically interact to form bacteriophage head or tail structures. Since these proteins are coadapted, investigators have extended the Fisher model to explain the clustering of these genes (see above). According to the
extended Fisher model, recombination among diverse bacteriophages disrupts coadapted gene complexes, and the recombinants are counterselected. As a result, bacteriophages are proposed to evolve tight clusters of coadapted genes; these clusters minimize detrimental recombination between coadapted genes. Yet recombination among bacteriophages is currently viewed as a very rare event between distantly related partners; therefore, extensions of the Fisher model cannot explain gene clustering in bacteriophages. We believe that the evolution of these gene clusters is explained better by the Selfish Operon model.

Since the genes for bacteriophage proteins are coadapted, successful propagation of any one gene requires that all coadapted genes are transferred in a single recombination event. Transfer of a single gene of a coadapted complex to a bacteriophage genome lacking the analogue of this gene would be unsuccessful; since the remaining genes in the recipient genome are coadapted, any newly acquired single gene would not function properly in this new context. In contrast, the introduction of an entire, coadapted gene complex into a bacteriophage genome lacking one gene of its analogous complex would be successful. Moreover, the products of the remaining genes of the recipient’s complex could not interact with the products of the newly introduced, coadapted gene complex and therefore would be removed from selection and lost. Hence, the coadapted nature of the genes can accelerate the cotransfer of genes contributing to a single function. The Selfish Operon model predicts that clusters of functionally related genes can colonize naive genomes or genomes having lost two genes of a single pathway. Clusters of coadapted, functionally related genes can invade genomes from which only a single gene has been lost.

Rather than disrupting coadapted complexes, as in the Fisher model, recombination in the Selfish Operon model facilitates the propagation of clusters of coadapted genes. In contrast to the Fisher model, the transfer of genes between bacteriophage genomes can drive clustering even if recombination is rare. Since the recombination events generally do not involve closely related bacteriophage genomes, they can be thought of as horizontal transfer events mobilizing small sequence elements. Viewed in this manner, the Selfish Operon model explains the clustering of bacteriophage genes and bacterial chromosomal genes by parallel pathways.

PROPERTIES OF THE SELFISH OPERON MODEL

**Horizontal transfer accelerates gene clustering:** The Selfish Operon model allows genes to cluster into an operon by a series of approximations. This is an attractive alternative to the “instant operon” required by the Coregulation model. The efficiency by which multiple genes are cotransferred increases as genes are brought closer together. Therefore, genes can be slowly moved into clusters even before coregulation is possible. Any rearrangement that brings two or more genes with cooperating products closer together increases that group’s ability to be mobilized. In contrast, the Coregulation model requires that operons be formed in one step (see above).

Horizontal transfer can contribute more directly to the clustering of genes by making the intervening DNA nonessential. Following horizontal transfer, an introgressed DNA fragment containing loosely clustered genes will be foreign to the host. Since this is foreign DNA, the intervening material (between the selected, loosely clustered genes) will not be essential for the growth of the recipient cell. This intervening DNA is subject to spontaneous deletions, which can bring the loosely clustered genes into closer proximity (DEMEREC 1960) (Figure 2). In this manner, loosely clustered genes transferred horizontally may be brought rapidly and incrementally into very close proximity. In this model, the deletions, which juxtapose genes, delete foreign DNA, not essential DNA. The *wsf* genes contained in the horizontally transferred DNA will be selected; the intervening material is unselected and can be lost by deletion. If the intervening material encodes products that disrupt the metabolism of the recipient cell, deletion of these sequences may be selected, thereby accelerating further the clustering of the beneficial *wsf* genes. In contrast, in the Coregulation and Fisher models such deletions are likely to remove selectively valuable genes from the native chromosome. Therefore, horizontal transfer not only selects for previously clustered genes, it actively participates in the process of bringing genes progressively closer together by reduc-
ing the constraints on deletion of the intervening material.

**Selfish operons and the evolution of promiscuity:**
The evolution of gene clusters by the Selfish Operon model does not require cotranscription. Yet bacterial chromosomes are notable for clusters of genes under the control of single promoters, that is, for operons. If each gene of a transferred cluster must be transcribed by a separate promoter, it is likely that one or more of these promoter sequences may not function in some recipient genomes which recognize different promoter types. If so, the gene cluster would not provide a selectable phenotype and would be lost by deletion.

Cotranscription is a selfish property of genes: We suggest that the cotranscription of genes for specific metabolic functions may facilitate horizontal transfer of gene clusters into genomes with RNA polymerases that recognize different promoter sites than those found in the donor genome. An introgressed operon requires only a single new promoter sequence, which may be provided by the recipient at the site of insertion. Therefore, while physical proximity is strongly selected so that cotransfer may occur, cotranscription may be subsequently selected to allow transcription of all genes in the widest possible variety of new environments. Indeed, the new host may provide the single promoter that allows expression of the laterally transferred genes; the individual promoters for the donor-cell RNA polymerase may be superseded by a single promoter well recognized by the recipient-cell RNA polymerase. The cotranscription of genes within operons may be a trivial result of the inevitable loss of individual, species-specific promoter sequences.

Cotranscription may select for the maintenance of gene clusters: Only following operon formation could regulation at a single operator provide a selective advantage to the cell. However, once an operon is formed, coregulation may provide a selection against the subsequent dispersion of genes. Once genes have clustered into an operon (for selfish purposes), the regulation of the single promoter may provide selective benefits to the host organism. In this manner, coregulation may provide a selection for the maintenance of operons, even though it cannot provide a selection for the formation of operons. Moreover, the close proximity of genes within an operon reduces the probability of gene dispersal, since the chromosomal rearrangements leading to operon disruption are likely to damage some of the genes within the operon. The relative contributions made by the Coregulation model and the Selfish Operon model toward the maintenance of gene clusters cannot be easily estimated and would depend on the selective benefit of coregulation enjoyed by individual operons.

Translational coupling may be a selfish property of operons: In a fashion similar to transcription initiation, translation initiation requires sequence signals that vary among species. Therefore, ribosomes of a foreign host may not recognize all of the translation initiation sites in a transferred operon. Within bacterial operons, the translation of downstream genes is sometimes initiated by ribosomes completing the translation of upstream genes; this has been termed “translational coupling” (Oppenheim and Yanofsky 1980). The de novo initiation of translation is not required for the second gene of a coupled pair; rather, ribosomes completing the translation of the first gene do not dissociate fully from the mRNA. After dissociation of the 50S subunit, the 30S subunit may reinitiate translation at a physically proximate translation start site (Martin and Webster 1975). We view translational coupling as a mechanism to ensure translation by foreign ribosomes of all proteins encoded by a single message. Hence, five clustered genes not organized into an operon would require five transcription initiation and five translation initiation events for expression; an operon of five translationally coupled genes would require a single transcription initiation and a single de novo translation initiation event. While translational coupling would offer this advantage to horizontally transferred genes, it is not obligatory.

The clustering of operons with genes encoding their trans-acting regulators is selfish: A notable feature of some bacterial operons is the adjacent location of a gene encoding a trans-acting regulatory protein. In E. coli, this arrangement is observed for the separately transcribed putA and putP genes, araC and araBAD genes, rhaRS and rhabAD genes, ebgR and ebgACB genes, melR and melAB genes, and lacI and lacZYA genes. In each case, the genes listed first encode a trans-acting regulatory protein; the gene(s) listed second comprise a single transcription unit controlled by that regulatory protein. The close proximity of the regulatory genes and the regulated operons is not essential for the control mechanism since these proteins can act at distant sites. For example, the AraC regulatory protein controls both the araBAD operon (linked to the araC gene) and the distant araEFG operon; thus it functions effectively in trans, suggesting that the proximity of the araC gene and the araBAD operon is not necessary for function. Similarly, the chromosomally encoded LacI protein routinely regulates lac promoter sequences on common cloning vectors and could thus act in trans on an unlinked, chromosomal lacZYA operon. Although the proximity of these regulatory genes to their targets cannot be explained simply on a functional basis, their proximity can be explained by the Selfish Operon model. The adjacent location of the regulatory gene and the regulated operon may have been selected since that proximity has allowed efficient cotransfer of the operon and its regulatory apparatus.

The S. typhimurium cob operon, an example of loss and reacquisition: We believe that the organization of the cobalamin (coenzyme B₁₂) biosynthetic operon and the propanediol degradation operon of S. typhimurium exemplifies the predictions the Selfish Operon model.
S. typhimurium synthesizes cobalamin, employing the 20 genes of the cob operon, only under anaerobic growth conditions (Jeter et al. 1984). Propanediol degradation depends upon B12 as a cofactor and requires the enzymes encoded by the pdu operon, transcribed divergently from the cob operon (Figure 3). Since the cob and pdu operons are both induced by propanediol (Bobik et al. 1992), the degradation of propanediol is believed to provide the primary selection for cobalamin biosynthesis in S. typhimurium. These two functions, requiring nearly 1% of the S. typhimurium chromosome, must be under strong selection in this genus; Salmonella species are almost universally capable of propanediol degradation and cobalamin biosynthesis (Lawrence and Roth 1996). The functions of the cob and pdu operons are the basis of metabolic tests designed to discriminate between Salmonella spp. and other enteric bacteria (Rambach 1990).

Most enteric bacteria synthesize cobalamin under aerobic conditions and employ the cofactor in glycerol and propanediol dehydratases (Lawrence and Roth 1996). The immediate ancestor of Salmonella spp. and E. coli is believed to have lost both cobalamin synthesis and the two dehydratases. E. coli isolates reflect these losses and neither synthesize cobalamin de novo, nor degrade propanediol or glycerol in a cobalamin-dependent fashion (Lawrence and Roth 1995, 1996). In contrast, Salmonella spp. appear to have acquired a foreign cluster of genes encoding proteins for cobalamin synthesis (cob) and propanediol degradation (pdu). Since these operons are adjacent, it is likely that both were acquired from a single transferred fragment; this event is diagrammed in Figure 3 and evidence for the horizontal transfer event is detailed elsewhere (Lawrence and Roth 1995, 1996). It is likely that the simultaneous introduction of the adjacent cob and pdu operons into the ancestral genome of Salmonella allowed that genome to rise to high frequency since it introduced a new degradative pathway and the biosynthetic pathway for the required cofactor.

The cob and pdu operon regions contain all necessary proteins for the synthesis of cobalamin and its use in the degradation of propanediol. The precursors to cobalamin biosynthesis and the product of propanediol degradation are constituents of existing Salmonella metabolism. The substrate for cobalamin biosynthesis is a methylated tetrapyrrole that is produced by the CysG protein during siroheme synthesis (Spenser et al. 1993; Fazzio and Roth 1996). Siroheme is required for cys-teine biosynthesis, and the CysG protein is expressed constitutively at a basal level. Therefore, the substrate for the Cob biosynthetic proteins is consistently available in the Salmonella cellular environment. Similarly, the product of propanediol degradation (propanoyl-CoA) may be converted to pyruvate by the enzymes involved in propionate degradation (J. Tittensor and J. R. Roth, unpublished data). Hence, the product of propanediol degradation by the Pdu enzymes readily enters Salmonella central metabolism. The trans-acting pocR regulatory gene, as expected, is located between the cob and pdu operons (see above and Figure 3).

This arrangement of genes in the cob/pdu operon cluster includes hierarchical levels of selfish gene clusters. The 20 cotranscribed cob genes can provide cobalamin synthesis when mobilized to recipient genomes (Figure 3). Similarly, the adjacent pdu operon can be transferred into foreign genomes to confer the ability to degrade propanediol (Figure 3). Together, the adjacent cob and pdu operons together form a selfish regulon, providing the functions of propanediol degradation and synthesis of the cofactor required for that process.

This process of loss and reacquisition has also been proposed to account for the remarkable similarity between the structure and sequence of the trp operon in Brevibacterium lactofermentum and the trp operons of enteric bacteria (Matsui et al. 1986; Crawford and Milkman 1991). Crawford and Milkman (1991) postulated that the trp functions were lost from the ancestor of B. lactofermentum, and only the transfer of the entire trp operon could have restored the tryptophan biosynthetic functions.

**Introgressed operons are common among E. coli and S. typhimurium:** The cob and pdu operons demonstrate that complex functions may be gained by an organism by horizontal transfer. Many such introgressed operons have been identified within the E. coli and S. typhimurium chromosomes (Table 3). The rfb locus encodes enzymes necessary for the synthesis of the O antigen polysaccharides of enteric bacteria. Reeves and coworkers...
ers (Reeves 1993; Xiang et al. 1994) have determined that the rfb locus of Salmonella spp. has been introduced by horizontal transfer. Moreover, this 15 gene operon appears to be an evolutionary mosaic, representing numerous horizontal transfer events that assembled the rfb locus from many different genomes. The rfb and rfa loci of E. coli also reflect patchwork patterns of gene composition indicating different evolutionary origins for gene subclusters (Klena et al. 1993; Liu and Reeves 1994; Stevenson et al. 1994).

The spa genes contribute to the ability of Salmonella spp. to invade eukaryotic cells. This operon is also purported to be of exogenous origin; spa homologues are not found among closely related taxa and the GC contents of the genes (~50–40% G+C) are atypical of S. typhimurium coding sequences (Groisman and Ochman 1993). The mosaic pattern of GC content among spa genes suggests that, like the rfa and rfb operons, the spa operon may represent another example of an operon of genes assembled from different chromosomal locations. Like the spa operon, genes of the S. typhimurium oad operon have aberrant GC contents (~65% G+C and ≤87% G+C in the third codon position) and other DNA sequence features indicative of horizontal transfer (Ochman and Lawrence 1996). Similarly, the cat operon of Acinetobacter calcoaceticus has a mosaic structure indicative of recent assembly from multiple sources (Shanley et al. 1994). The nucleotide composition of genes are commonly used as indicators of possible exogenous origin (Médigue et al. 1991; Whittam and Ake 1992; Ochman and Lawrence 1996); the rfa (35–39% GC), rfb (31–40% GC), cob (59% GC), and pdu (59% GC) operons described above all show GC contents atypical of the S. typhimurium genome.

Simulations of the Selfish Operon model: To test mathematically the predictions of the Selfish Operon model, a computer model was developed (Figure 4). A collection of virtual taxa was created bearing ≥10 genes required for a hypothetical function. In any particular simulation, all taxa in the collection had the same number of genes contributing to this function; the genes were placed randomly on a linear, 100-min genetic map. Taxa carrying functional alleles of all genes are termed “positive”; taxa lacking any of these genes are termed “negative.” The collection of taxa is exposed to successive rounds of loss of gene function, converting a positive taxon into a negative taxon, chromosome rearrangement, in which randomly chosen single genes may translocate to a random location within the 100-min chromosome with a probability of \( P_{\text{trans}} \) per cycle. For each positive taxon, one gene may translocate to a random location within the 100-min chromosome with a probability of \( P_{\text{trans}} \) per cycle. For each positive taxon, the genes may be transferred to a negative taxon with a probability of \( P_{\text{trans}} \) per cycle; \( P_{\text{trans}} \) varies inversely with the distance between the loci in that taxon; a maximal \( P_{\text{trans}} \) occurs when 0 min separate the loci.
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**TABLE 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Map position</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>lac</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Buvinger et al. (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>rfa</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Klena et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>rfb</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Stevenson et al. (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>cob</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Lawrence and Roth (1995; 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>rfb</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Reeves (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>oad</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Woeheki et al. (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. typhimurium</td>
<td>spa</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Groisman and Ochman (1993)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End simulation

For positive species, delete function with a probability of \( P_{\text{del}} \) to create some negative species

For each remaining positive species, move one gene to a random position with probability \( P_{\text{move}} \)

For each positive species, transfer the genes to a negative species with a probability \( P_{\text{trans}} \)

For positive species each with 3-10 genes at random locations in a 100 minute map
transfer, and the number of genes required for the function. The logic of the computer model reveals that genes must be horizontally transferred to avoid eventual loss [The purpose of the computer model is to examine the properties of the Selfish Operon model, and not to determine its veracity by rigorous simulation. Such a test would require estimates of parameters (e.g., the population sizes and rates of horizontal transfer among species 2 billion years ago) that cannot be obtained.] Without opportunity for horizontal transfer, all taxa ultimately become negative. Since the probability of horizontal transfer is inversely related to the distance separating the loci (Figure 4), successive rounds of horizontal transfer allow more tightly clustered genes to dominate the collection of virtual taxa. The model was employed to determine how the average rate of gene clustering was influenced by the number of genes to be clustered, the rates of deletions and rearrangement, and the probability of horizontal transfer.

Two caveats should be noted. First, the process of the loss of gene function from any one taxon has been reduced to a single step; that is, a single event represents the sum of the initial mutation at one gene, its fixation in the population, and subsequent loss of all other genes in that pathway. Second, during any one simulation (that is, one run of the computer model as depicted in Figure 4), the loss of gene function was not allowed if very few positive taxa remained. This stipulation prevented all of the taxa from becoming negative (extinction of the function), leading to an unsuccessful termination of the simulation without gene clustering. In series of simulations without this condition, clustering still occurred, but greater numbers of simulations were required to obtain the same data.

Gene clustering occurs in a three-step process: The progress of a single simulation reflecting the clustering of three genes is shown in Figure 5. This simulation is typical of all simulations using this model and reflects three distinct phases. The initial shuffling phase is characterized by little net change in the average distance between loci in the collection of taxa. Since no gene clusters have arisen at this stage, there is little or no horizontal transfer of genes between taxa. However, as soon as a single taxon obtains a gene cluster by random gene shuffling, that cluster rapidly populates negative genomes. In concert with the inevitable loss of genes from all positive taxa, the average distance between genes steadily decreases among the collection of taxa. This period of decrease is designated the sweep phase. The sweep phase depicted in Figure 5 was initiated by a cluster of three genes positioned within an 8-min chromosome fragment. The rate of the sweep is dependent on the size of the fragment containing the gene cluster; tight clusters have a greater probability of transfer and sweep more quickly. Following the sweep phase, periodic sweeps by more tightly clustered genes occur; this is termed the cluster phase. The number of generations required for gene clustering can vary (inset in Figure 5); differences in the length of the cluster phase imparts much of this variance (data not shown).

The cluster phase is characterized by the rapid, successive transfer of newly created gene clusters to naïve genomes. The great length of the cluster phase (see Figure 5) is likely to be an indirect result of the simulation methods. As discussed above, the Selfish Operon model predicts that loosely clustered genes will aggregate rapidly once they are transferred to naïve genomes; this is due to the rapid removal of the nonselected, intervening DNA. When the deletion of intervening DNA is included in the simulation, the cluster phase is essentially eliminated. The overall behavior of the shuffle and sweep phases are not significantly altered.

The time to gene clustering is a linear function of the number of genes: One might expect that the time required for gene clustering would increase exponentially as more genes are required for the cluster. If so, the model would predict that clusters containing large numbers of genes would rarely be observed in extant genomes. However, simulations show that the time required for gene clustering is linearly related to the number of genes required for the function \( R^2 = 0.997, \) Figure 6. The linear increase in the time to gene clustering reflects the time required to form the initial cluster, that is the shuffle phase. The length of the shuffle phase increases linearly as more genes are required to be physically proximal. However, the rate of the sweep phase

**Figure 5.—** The clustering of three gene following the model illustrated in Figure 4. The simulation was terminated at cycle 1005, when the average distance between the three loci was 0.3 min. The shuffle phase, sweep phase, and cluster phase are described in the text. For the simulation described here \( P_{\text{mut}} = 0.001, P_{\text{new}} = 0.01, \) and maximal \( P_{\text{transf}} = 0.01 \) (see Figure 4). Inset histogram shows the times to clustering for three genes for 1000 simulations. Genes are considered “clustered” when the final average distance between alleles <1 min among the collection of positive species.
is dependent on the size of the fragment containing the initial cluster, not on the number of genes in the cluster. Once the sweep phase is initiated, clusters of similar lengths sweep at similar rates. Therefore, this simulation predicts that naturally occurring clusters may harbor large numbers of genes. Inspection of the \( E. \) \( \text{coli} \) and \( S. \) \( \text{typhimurium} \) genetic maps reveal many operons of substantial size. The \( S. \) \( \text{typhimurium} \) \( r\beta \) and \( c\)\( o\)\( b \) operons, discussed above, contain 15 and 20 genes, respectively.

**PREDICTIONS OF THE SELFISH OPERON MODEL**

**Genes for essential processes should not cluster:** The Selfish Operon model predicts that genes providing for essential processes should not be found in clusters. Mutant cells without an essential gene function could not survive in any environment, precluding the process of loss and acquisition posited by the Selfish Operon model. In contrast, the Coregulation model predicts that essential genes whose coregulation is most critical are those most likely to be found in operons. Surveys of bacterial chromosomes generally support the predictions of the Selfish Operon model. In general, genes providing for essential processes are not found in clusters. For example, the genes for NAD biosynthesis and cycling are found in \( \approx 13 \) distinct loci in the \( S. \) \( \text{typhimurium} \) chromosome (Sanderson et al. 1995); genes for DNA synthesis comprise \( \approx 11 \) distinct loci in \( E. \) \( \text{coli} \) (Bachmann 1990). A few exceptional cases of clustered essential genes, e.g., the clusters of genes encoding ribosomal proteins, are discussed in detail below. The Selfish Operon model predicts that strongly clustered genes should be those that encode proteins for conditionally dispensable biosynthetic or degradative pathways for which selection can be relaxed for long periods of time.

**Genes for nonessential functions are clustered:** We predict that many operons have formed during the diversification of bacterial species and have been present in host genomes for long periods of time. For example, many selfish operons may encode degradative pathways. Generally the encoded enzymes degrade a particular substance to produce a metabolite that easily enters central metabolism; the \( S. \) \( \text{typhimurium} \) \( pdu \) operon discussed above is one such operon. Genes for catabolic functions in \( Pseudomonas \) \( \text{aeruginosa} \) and \( P. \) \( \text{putida} \) are also clustered; these clusters are commonly located on plasmids (Holloway et al. 1990). Holloway and Morgan (1986) suggested that the chromosomes of these species have been augmented by the introgression of such plasmids bearing clusters of useful genes. In \( E. \) \( \text{coli} \) (Bachmann 1990), gene clusters encode functions for the degradation of lactose (\( lac\)\( i\)\( ZY\)\( A \)), \( \alpha \)-acetylglucosamine (\( nag\)\( ABE \)), galactose (\( gal\)\( KTE \)), proline (\( put\)\( AP \)), cellbiose (\( cel\)\( FDCB \)), galactitol (\( gal\)\( CAT \)), glycerol-phosphate (\( gly\)\( QTACB \)), \( \gamma \)-amino-butyrate (\( gal\)\( CPDT \)), sorbitol (\( sor\)\( ABDR \)), fucose (\( fus\)\( DAPIKR \)), \( \beta \)-galactosides (\( eg\)\( BRACB \)), hexuronates (\( wux\)\( A\)\( C \)), xylose (\( xyl\)\( ABRF \)), mannitol (\( man\)\( D\)\( AC \)), galactonate (\( dga\)\( DTKR \)), \( \beta \)-glucosides (\( bgl\)\( BFG \)), ribose (\( rib\)\( ABCDRX \)), rhamnose (\( rho\)\( DABR \)), melibiose (\( mel\)\( RAB \)), and mannionate (\( usu\)\( RBA \)). While these functions are useful, the failure to degrade any of these substances is counterselected only when that substance is present in high concentration.

Another class of transiently selected operons are those conferring transport functions. In \( E. \) \( \text{coli} \), such operons include functions for the transport of ferrichromes (\( jhu\)\( ABCD \)), potassium (\( kdt\)\( DCBA \)), glucosone (\( glu\)\( QPH \)), oligopeptides (\( opp\)\( ABCD \)), cobalamin (\( bu\)\( CED \)), mannose (\( man\)\( XYZ \)), arabinose (\( ara\)\( FGH \)), methylgalactosides (\( mgl\)\( BACD \)), histidine (\( his\)\( PM \)), proline (\( pro\)\( UVW \)), glycerol-3-phosphate (\( upg\)\( CEAB \)), leucine, isoleucine, and valine (\( ilv\)\( GMHKLJ \)), hexose phosphates (\( uph\)\( TCBA \)), and phosphates (\( pst\)\( ABCS \)). Such transport functions may be considered selfish in that they would augment degradative or biosynthetic operons in recipient taxa.

Biosynthetic genes are only under selection when the end product of the encoded pathway is missing from the environment. In \( E. \) \( \text{coli} \), such operons include non-continuous selection encode proteins for the synthesis of threonine (\( thr\)\( ABC \)), betaine (\( bet\)\( ABT \)), tryptophan (\( try\)\( ABCDE \)), histidine (\( his\)\( GDCBHA\)\( FIE \)), menaquinone (\( men\)\( A\)\( CBEF \)), isoleucine and valine (\( ilv\)\( GMEDAYC \)), and thiamine (\( thi\)\( ABC \)). The products of these operons are typically compounds available in the growth environment, or compounds not absolutely required for cell growth.

**Recently introduced Selfish Operons can be detected:** If the transfer of the \( c\)\( o\)\( b \) operon is typical of bacterial operons under weak selection, then analysis of bacterial chromosomes should reveal many operons that are of recent foreign ancestry. If genes are introduced into a chromosome from a donor with a significantly different
DNA composition, these genes can be identified by their unusual DNA sequence features, such as base composition, codon usage bias, and dinucleotide fingerprints. If the transfer were recent, then the DNA sequence would not have had time to ameliorate, that is to adjust their composition to resemble the surrounding DNA (Ochman and Lawrence 1996). These gene clusters may represent selfish clusters of recent introgression. The cob, pdu, rfb, spa, and oad operons discussed above (and listed in Table 3) provide some examples of introgressed operons in the S. typhimurium chromosome; each operon shows an unusual DNA composition.

A more systematic analysis of the E. coli chromosome reveals numerous gene clusters that appear atypical (Table 4). As expected, these clusters are few in number since the majority of the bacterial chromosome is inherited vertically. To detect recently introgressed clusters, the foreign DNA must be distinguishable from genes native to the host chromosome. Using established criteria (Ochman and Lawrence 1996), we have analyzed 1,100,000 contiguous bases of the E. coli chromosome with respect to GC content, dinucleotide frequencies, and codon usage bias. Aberrant genes were detected as those with GC contents in the first and third codon positions ≥10% lower, or 8% higher, than the averages for these positions (59 and 55% G+C, respectively) in genes of this organism, a low codon usage bias (CAI < 0.3 by the method of Sharp and Li 1987), and a chi-square for codon usage that is twofold higher than pre-

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Percent G + C</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Percent G + C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>tdcB</td>
<td>45793</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>f242a</td>
<td>44694</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>tdcC</td>
<td>46881</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>f274a</td>
<td>44579</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>tdcD</td>
<td>48008</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>yiaA</td>
<td>50140</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>o186</td>
<td>48587</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>yiaB</td>
<td>50219</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>o194</td>
<td>68178</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>yibB</td>
<td>52447</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>o232</td>
<td>68842</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ybF</td>
<td>55766</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>o863</td>
<td>69491</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>yfA</td>
<td>57671</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>o429</td>
<td>72093</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>yfC</td>
<td>57768</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>o224</td>
<td>142857</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>yfL</td>
<td>57897</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>o793</td>
<td>143552</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>yfK</td>
<td>58008</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>o159</td>
<td>145930</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>yfZ</td>
<td>58122</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>o104</td>
<td>166232</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>yfP</td>
<td>58172</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>f90</td>
<td>166602</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>yfG</td>
<td>58277</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>o59</td>
<td>193367</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>yfB</td>
<td>58379</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>f220</td>
<td>193549</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>yfS</td>
<td>58492</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>f719</td>
<td>234256</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>yfP</td>
<td>58589</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>f489</td>
<td>234667</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>yfQ</td>
<td>58688</td>
<td>44.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>o271</td>
<td>238825</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>yfT</td>
<td>58703</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>o392</td>
<td>362600</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>yfU</td>
<td>67824</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>o138</td>
<td>163775</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>yfV</td>
<td>67876</td>
<td>44.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>yhhH</td>
<td>404151</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>yfW</td>
<td>75897</td>
<td>44.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>yhhL</td>
<td>405115</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>yfX</td>
<td>80009</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>f450</td>
<td>411703</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>yfY</td>
<td>81915</td>
<td>49.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>f123</td>
<td>413587</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>yfZ</td>
<td>82312</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>f409</td>
<td>413963</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>yfP</td>
<td>78314</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>o260</td>
<td>432925</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>yfQ</td>
<td>84180</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>IS5/R</td>
<td>439216</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>yfR</td>
<td>84288</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>slp</td>
<td>434662</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>yfS</td>
<td>84424</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>yhiF</td>
<td>435147</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>o99</td>
<td>89360</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>f215</td>
<td>435989</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>o142</td>
<td>89396</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>f112</td>
<td>436700</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>o84</td>
<td>104096</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>f110</td>
<td>437142</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>o235</td>
<td>104123</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>o190</td>
<td>437729</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>o235</td>
<td>104123</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>o175</td>
<td>439100</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>o235</td>
<td>104123</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All genes comprising a group are contiguous; no intervening genes have been eliminated.

* Gene designations were described in the corresponding GenBank entry.

* Position in contiguous sequence beginning with GenBank sequence U18897 (through base 367560) and continuing through sequences U00039 (through base 491891), L10328 (through base 721915), M87049 (through base 815802), L19201 (through base 916648), and U00006 (through base 1090099); the region corresponds to minutes 67–92 on the E. coli genetic map.
predicted for genes of a corresponding CAI (see Ochman and Lawrence 1996). Dinucleotide frequencies of aberrant genes were also significantly different from those of typical E. coli genes.

The 1.1 Mb contiguous sequence from E. coli contained 976 open reading frames (ORF); using conservative parameters, 109 ORFs were preliminarily identified as being atypical using the criteria described above. While some atypical genes were not found in clusters, clusters of 2–15 genes were identified among these sequences (Table 4). Some of these genes have been identified and assigned functions by previous workers. The rfa operon encodes proteins responsible for O-antigen formation. The tdc operon encodes genes for the transport and dehydration of threonine. However, many of these clusters with aberrant sequence characteristics contained genes with unknown functions. These data support the prediction that horizontally transferred genes are introduced in clusters.

Selfish Operons are consistent with E. coli population biology: If the process of gene clustering by horizontal transfer outlined by Selfish Operon model is occurring among extant bacterial species, then one would predict that bacterial chromosomes are in constant genomic flux. That is, genes are being continuously added by horizontal transfer and lost by mutation and genetic drift. The analysis of the 1.1 Mb fragment of the E. coli chromosome shows that a substantial number of genes have been recently introduced into the E. coli genome. If one assumes that bacterial chromosomes are not growing continually larger in size, then a similar amount of DNA must have been recently lost from the E. coli chromosome. This genomic flux depicts a dynamic bacterial chromosome in a constant state of change. This model is somewhat different from the historical expectation of a relatively unchanging genome.

The nearly identical genetic maps of the related bacteria E. coli and S. typhimurium have historically supported the model of an evolutionarily stable chromosome. Despite the presence of conjugal plasmids, transducing bacteriophages, transposable elements, and molecular mechanisms for chromosome rearrangement, the genomes of these species are remarkably similar with respect to DNA composition (~51% G+C), the order of shared genes (Bachmann 1990; Sanderson et al. 1995) and average size (~4.8 Mb; much of the intraspecific variation in genome size has been attributed to the introgression of episesomes and to horizontal transfer (Harsono et al. 1993; Bergthorsson and Ochman 1995)). The remarkable similarity of the genomes of the two taxa was taken as evidence that bacterial chromosomes are not in a state of rapid change. Moreover, natural populations of E. coli show substantial linkage disequilibrium based on enzyme electrophoreses; these data support a model of a clonal bacterial population with frequent periodic selection maintaining dominant clones (Selander and Levin 1980; Levin 1981; Achtmann et al. 1981; Ochman and Selander 1984; Whittam et al. 1984). Occasional intraspecific recombination (Milkman and McKane Bridges 1990, 1993; Boyd et al. 1994; Guttmann and Dykhuisen 1994) is apparently insufficient to disrupt the linkage disequilibrium. These data serve to reinforce the inference of slow chromosome change reflecting the clonal nature of prokaryotic reproduction. The observations that heavily transcribed genes (Brewer 1990) and the \( \chi \) recombination stimulation sites (Burland et al. 1993) are preferentially oriented \textit{vis-a-vis} the origin of replication have been interpreted as requiring this evolutionarily stable state to evolve.

The dynamic introduction of novel DNA into bacterial chromosomes envisioned by the Selfish Operon model is not inconsistent with the data suggesting a static, slowly evolving bacterial chromosome. The static natures of the E. coli and S. typhimurium chromosomes were inferred by comparing the map positions of a small number of genetic loci shared between these taxa; genes unique to one taxon could be interpreted as being either uncharacterized in or deleted from the other taxon. However, horizontal transfer events can also explain these species-specific functions. Introduction of novel genetic material neither alters the order of surrounding genes nor disrupts linkage disequilibrium. The enzymes that suggested strong linkage disequilibrium, when assayed by multilocus enzyme electrophoresis, are typically encoded by essential genes and are involved in central metabolic pathways; such pathways would be generally unaffected by the introgression of foreign DNA. Loci subject to diversifying selection, like the \textit{gnd} gene, show unusually high levels of variation; this variation does not affect the chromosomal disequilibrium. We conclude that the Selfish Operon model is compatible with the previous observations that suggested evolutionarily stable chromosomes.

INCONSISTENCIES WITH THE SELFISH OPERON MODEL.

Certain essential genes are clustered: The Selfish Operon model predicts that essential genes will be unclustered. While this is generally true, there are large gene clusters that are universally agreed upon as being indispensable to all bacterial cells. Notable examples include the clusters of genes encoding ribosomal proteins (\( rpl \), \( rps \)) and the cluster of genes encoding the \( F_{i}F_{o} \) ATPase (\( atp \)). The clustering of these genes can be explained in two ways. First, these gene clusters may have formed as the result of very different selective processes than those that formed most gene clusters; it is likely that these clusters formed prior to the divergence of all known life. Substantial portions of the E. coli and B. subtilis eubacterial ribosomal protein gene clusters are nearly identical to the ribosomal protein gene clusters of the archaebacteria \textit{Halobacterium marismortui} and
Methanococcus vannielii (Wittman-Liebold et al. 1990); the gene order within the atp operons of E. coli and H. influenza are also nearly identical (Fleischmann et al. 1995). These data support the hypothesis that these operons were assembled before the divergence of all known life. Speculation on how natural selection may have operated on primordial cells is less than robust; many models may be applied to the formation of gene clusters under primordial conditions.

However, the atp genes and genes encoding ribosomal proteins share a notable feature: these operons encode groups of proteins that must interact physically. Therefore, it is likely that particular alleles of Atp proteins may be coadapted to work well together; in a similar fashion, alleles of ribosomal proteins may be coadapted to work together. Hence, one may view the rps, rpl, and atp operons as coadapted gene complexes; other coadapted gene complexes include the genes for bacteriophage head proteins. As discussed above (Fisher model revisited), the Selfish Operon model predicts that successful horizontal transfer of a coadapted gene complexes requires that all genes are transferred together. In this fashion, native, unclustered rps genes may be superseded by a horizontally transferred, coadapted rps gene complex that is favored by natural selection; such selection may include greater translational efficiency or the resistance to antibiotics. Since this process does not entail the loss of the native rps gene complex before the horizontal transfer event, Selfish Coadapted Operons may include essential genes.

Some nonessential genes with related functions are not clustered: While some loci are clustered in the S. typhimurium chromosome, *e.g.*, the his, ilv, leu, and trp amino acid biosynthetic genes (Table 1), genes encoding other biosynthetic pathways are dispersed, *e.g.*, the cys and met amino acid biosynthetic genes (Table 2). We infer that the cys and met loci have never been lost and reacquired by ancestors of the Salmonella lineage and conclude that cysteine and methionine participate in cellular metabolism in a manner that is significantly different than other amino acids. Histidine, isoleucine, valine, leucine, and tryptophan participate only in protein synthesis. In contrast, cysteine and methionine participate in additional cellular metabolism. Cysteine serves as a source of reduced sulfur for the methionine, glutathione, thiamine, and biotin biosynthetic pathways; methionine is incorporated into Sadenosylmethionine, an important methyl-group donor. Therefore, transient starvation for these compounds may be strongly counterselected. The additional roles of cysteine and methionine in cellular metabolism provide sufficient selection to prevent loss and reacquisition of their biosynthetic genes. Alternatively, these functions may be essential in nature if these compounds cannot be readily obtained from the environment.

**Genes are clustered in certain species, but not in others:** The degree of gene clustering among some loci may reflect historical or lineage-specific processes. For example, while the pur genes are scattered in the S. typhimurium chromosome (Sanderson et al. 1995), they are found in single 11-gene cluster in the Bacillus subtilis chromosome (Ebbole and Zalkin 1987; Saxild and Nygaard 1988). The degree to which trp genes are clustered varies widely among bacterial lineages; for example, the six trp genes form a single operon in E. coli but are found in three or four clusters among various species of Pseudomonas (Crawford 1989; Crawford and Milkman 1991). One may consider it unlikely that purine synthesis was under weak selection in the B. subtilis lineage, leading to loss and reacquisition of the pur genes as a single operon. However, the natural environments of some bacteria may result in weak selection for some processes deemed indispensable for other species. For example, in natural populations Salmonella mutants have been found which are deficient in pathways that are intuitively indispensable; Stokes and Bayne (1958) identified purine-requiring, thiamine-requiring, and nicotinate-requiring strains of S. typhisius, S. para- typhi, and S. abortusovis. As a result, some lineages may bear clusters of genes not found in clusters in other lineages. As detailed above, other genes clusters may reflect selection for sets of coadapted products. The cluster of 27 tRNA genes in Staphylococcus aureus (Green and Voigtl 1993) may encode a suite of tRNAs that provide efficient translation of genes bearing a particular codon usage bias.

**Some operons contain apparently unrelated genes:** Several operons have been characterized that include genes of apparently unrelated functions. For example, the rplKALJL genes of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC6803 encode four ribosomal proteins. These genes are cotranscribed with the *aroC* gene, which encodes chorismate synthase (Schmidt et al. 1993). The rplKALJL genes of E. coli are cotranscribed with the *rpsBC* genes, which encode subunits of RNA polymerase (Bachmann 1990). It is possible that the functions of these genes are related in an as-yet-undetermined fashion. Alternatively, the clustering of these genes may have been purely accidental. One would expect that small chromosomal deletions occasional fuse transcripts of functionally unrelated genes. Such arrangements would persist if the new operons were not counterselected. One would expect the genes of these unusual operons to be amenable to coordinate expression, that is, the conditions that repress or derepress the new cluster are not in conflict with the conditions that should repress or derepress some of the constituent genes. Alternatively, these operons could be constitutively expressed. This would appear to be true for the rplKALJL clusters of E. coli and Synechocystis PCC6803.

**Conclusions:** The Selfish Operon model provides a mechanism for the clustering of genes contributing to a single function; the model does not require that the
gene cluster provide any selective benefit to the host organism. While this model is consistent with a majority of gene clusters observed in extant bacterial chromosomes, there are cases which are more difficult to understand. As Goldschmidt (1951) noted, "a theory trying to unify a vast and difficult field with innumerable details is certainly nothing static; it is a fleeting moment in an eternal flux." Hence, the degree to which horizontal transfer has contributed to the overall level of gene clustering in bacterial chromosomes cannot be stated precisely.
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